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The research work of the Institute has received
considerable attention in both the academic and wider
world during 2006. Almost forty papers on the Arctic
and Antarctic were published by our staff and students
in international journals covering the sciences, social
sciences and humanities. This is a very strong
performance, and is built upon our continuing success
in attracting grants from the UK research councils that
fund many of our polar field programmes and
laboratory-based investigations. Early in the year, a
paper in Science on the response of the Greenland Ice
Sheet to environmental change attracted much media
attention in Europe and North America. In the
humanities, Piers Vitebsky’s book, Reindeer people:
living with animals and spirits in Siberia, also won the
prestigious Kiriyama Prize for the year’s outstanding
work of non-fiction on the Pacific and Asia regions. 

In coordination and organisation of national and
international research in the polar regions, many
members of staff have also made important
contributions. The European Science Foundation’s
BOREAS programme, Histories from the North -
environments, movements, narratives, is one of the
largest ever in the area of Arctic humanities and social
science research and involves scholars from fifteen
countries. It was initiated by Dr Vitebsky and
launched at SPRI in October.  Dr Ian Willis co-edited a
volume of the Annals of Glaciology comprising more
than 60 papers that focused on Arctic glaciers and
environmental change, and the Director concluded his
five-year term as chair of the UK National Antarctic
Research Committee.

Staff at the Institute continue to contribute to
teaching at both undergraduate and graduate level,
emphasising the translation of our research in both
the sciences and humanities into lectures within the
University.  New courses in ‘Arctic Peoples’ and
‘Glacial Processes and Sediments’ have both attracted
large numbers of undergraduates. Our graduate
students continue to be appointed to academic posts
at home and abroad, and undergraduate and masters
level teaching is one important route by which
emerging scholars enter our doctoral programmes. Dr
Poul Christoffersen, an expert in glaciology,
specifically in the processes taking place at the
interface between glaciers and their beds, has also
been appointed to a University Lectureship to
augment our senior academic staff.

The collections of our polar library and archive
continue to grow by both purchase and donation. We
are most grateful to the Scott family for the gift of
the collection of personal letters written by Captain
Scott and his wife Kathleen. These letters, including
Scott’s poignant last letter to his wife from Antarctica,
were presented by Lady Philippa Scott. The camera
taken by Scott to the South Pole was also gifted to
the Institute and presented by Scott’s grandson,
Falcon. Donations such as these are invaluable to the
continued building of our scholarly collections. 

Our documentary collections are being used with such
frequency by visitors that our two reading spaces in
the archives room are often booked months ahead.
The collections are also used regularly by Institute staff
and students. An example of the links between such
historical material and contemporary science is the use
of the meteorological records in ships’ logs from the
Navy’s search for the Northwest Passage and Sir John
Franklin to reconstruct the climate of the Canadian
Arctic islands during the mid-nineteenth century. This
is more than one hundred years before modern
weather stations were established.

The Institute’s first ever exhibition dedicated to the
material culture of Arctic peoples took place during the
year. Many artefacts, paintings and items of clothing
were on public display for the first time, with sketches
and lithographs of the earliest encounters between the
Canadian Inuit and European explorers being of
particular significance. The exhibition was the
culmination of a project funded by the Arts and
Humanities Research Council, during which visiting
curator Judy Hall catalogued the Institute’s collection of
Inuit artefacts. This catalogue is also available online,
accompanied by photographs of each artefact, and
provides an important pilot project for cataloguing our
entire museum collection in digital form to increase
access and awareness for both the public and scholars.
Our exhibition of Herbert Ponting’s photographs of
Scott’s last expedition also had an extended period on
display at Addenbrooke’s Hospital, Cambridge, after
being viewed by both international diplomats and the
general public at the Antarctic Treaty Consultative
Partners meeting in Edinburgh. Public outreach and
educational activities were augmented further from the
summer with the appointment of Ros Wade, who is
responsible for liaison with schools and the production
of educational material for the Museum.

Director’s Introduction
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The Director, Julian Dowdeswell, beside a helicopter on the Greenland Ice Sheet

The Diamond Jubilee of the foundation of the Friends
of SPRI was celebrated in the spring. The Friends,
whose membership is now more than 600, presented
the Institute with an oil painting of polar bears by
Keith Shackleton, filling a major gap in our collection
of works by contemporary polar artists. It was
delightful to meet Michael Gilkes, one of the few
remaining founding members, at the ‘60th Birthday
Party’. It is also a great pleasure to record my personal
thanks to Dr David Wilson, who has for the past four
years chaired the Friends organisation with great
enthusiasm - the gift of more than £20,000 in grants
to the Institute during 2006, mainly for museum,
library and archive activities, is a particular mark of his
success. We welcome Robin Back as his successor.

During the 60th anniversary events, the sum of
£52,299 was also presented to establish the Mills
Fund in memory of William Mills, Librarian and
Keeper of Collections at the Institute for many years.
The income from this fund will be used to augment
the acquisitions fund of the SPRI library, helping to
retain its reputation as the most comprehensive polar
library world-wide. We also record with sadness the
deaths of Dr John Heap, Director of SPRI during the
1990s, and Dr Ray Adie, former Chair of the Friends.
Both contributed much to the Institute and, indeed,

to the wider understanding of the polar regions over
long and distinguished careers.

The Institute’s Appeal, a part of the University’s 800th
Anniversary Campaign, continues to gather
momentum. I thank those who have contributed so
generously to the Appeal this year. Our aim is to
enhance our museum, library and archival activities,
including public outreach work, and to endow
academic posts to build on our scholarly reputation
concerning the scientific and human issues that affect
the polar regions. Profits from the recently completed
book, The Antarctic Paintings of Edward Seago, will
also go towards the Appeal, specifically in support of
our museum activity. We look forward to a further
exhibition of Seago’s splendid Antarctic oils in the
galleries of Bonhams in New Bond Street, London,
during the coming summer, which will be a major
fundraising event for the Institute in 2007. 

Professor Julian Dowdeswell
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Senior Academic and Related Staff
Professor Julian Dowdeswell Director and Professor of Physical Geography
Dr Neil Arnold University Lecturer
Dr Michael Bravo University Lecturer
Mrs Heather Lane Librarian and Acting Keeper of Collections
Professor Elizabeth Morris, OBE NERC Arctic Science Advisor (seconded from BAS) 
Dr Gareth Rees University Senior Lecturer
Dr Andrew Shepherd University Lecturer (to March 2006)
Dr Ian Stone Editor, Polar Record
Dr Piers Vitebsky Assistant Director of Research
Dr Ian Willis University Senior Lecturer

Research Staff
Mr Toby Benham Research Associate
Dr Zhijun Du Research Associate (to January 2006)
Dr Jeff Evans Research Associate
Dr Bob Hawley Research Associate
Dr Riko Noormets Research Associate
Dr Martina Tyrrell Research Fellow

Library and Archive Staff
Ms Naomi Boneham Archives Assistant
Mr Mark Gilbert Library Assistant
Ms Lucy Martin Manager, Picture Library
Ms Shirley Sawtell Information Assistant
Ms Hilary Shibata Antarctic Bibliographer
Ms Rebecca Stancombe Library Assistant
Mrs Isabella Warren Russian Bibliographer
Mr Jeremy Wong Arctic Bibliographer

Support Staff
Ms Alpona Begum Receptionist/Secretary
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Mrs Liz Crilley Director’s Assistant
Ms Francesca Franco Shop Manager (to June 2006)
Mrs Judy Heath Chief Accounts Clerk
Ms Jamie Horsley Administrator
Mr Martin Lucas-Smith Web Manager
Dr Alison Maguire Administrator
Mr Brian Smith Maintenance
Ms Rosalyn Wade Schools Liaison Officer and Museum Shop Manager

Institute Staff
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Doctoral Students Institute Associates
Mr John Ash Dr Valerie Alia
Ms Narelle Baker Dr Lawson Brigham
Ms Liz Beiswenger Dr Hugh Brody
Ms Fiona Danks Dr Peter Clarkson
Mr Mark Dwyer Dr Liz Cruwys
Mr Peter Evans Dr Debra Enzenbacher
Ms Janne Flora Mr Michael Gorman
Ms Susanna Grant Dr Colin Harris
Mr Jorge Guzman Gutierrez Mr Robert Headland
Ms Kelly Hogan Dr John Heap, CMG †
Mr Huw Lewis-Jones Mr Keith Hill
Mr John Lin Dr Neil Kent
Mr Sean Maher Mr Harry King
Ms Dinah Molloy Thompson Mr Oliver Merrington
Ms Ruth Mugford Professor Mark Nuttall
Mr Steven Palmer Dr Simon Ommanney
Mr Hugo Reinert Dr Philip Pugh
Ms Christina Sawchuk Dr Beau Riffenburgh
Ms Olga Ulturgasheva Dr Clive Smallman
Mr Laur Vallikivi Mr Peter Speak
Ms Elana Wilson Dr Florian Stammler
Mr Kostas Zorbas Dr Bernard Stonehouse

Dr Charles Swithinbank
Dr John Tichotsky
Dr Olga Tutubalina 
Dr Janet West
Professor Peter Williams
Dr Emma Wilson

† deceased

M.Phil. Students  
Mr Ian Batholomew
Ms Elizabeth Cassell
Ms Christina Sawchuk

Other organisations based at SPRI

World Data Centre for Glaciology, Cambridge
Mr Rick Frolich Manager 

International Glaciological Society
Dr Magnus Magnusson Secretary General
Mrs Linda Gorman Assistant to the Secretary General

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
Dr Colin Summerhayes Executive Director
Dr Marzena Kaczmarska Executive Officer
Mrs Karen Smith Senior Clerk
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Airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) systems are
akin to radars, but use high-frequency lasers instead of
radio waves. An extremely short burst of laser light is fired
at the target (typically the ground), and a detector times the
delay before the returned signal is detected. The accuracy
and resolution of such systems has increased markedly in
recent years, and SPRI is at the forefront of investigating
their potential in glaciology. As well as the capability to
produce very accurate (to centimetres), large scale
topographic maps, or Digital Elevation Models, with spatial

resolution as fine as 1 m, LiDAR systems also return
information on the strength of the reflected pulse. We are
exploring how this information can be used to identify
different types of surfaces encountered in glaciated regions.
These include bare glacier ice, snow, exposed rock, and
moraine. Frequent monitoring using LiDAR systems has the
possibility of tracking the retreat of glaciers, or the late
summer snow line on glaciers and, from the accurate
topographic data, the overall mass or volume changes.

Neil Arnold and Gareth Rees

Polar Research

Research Group Structure

Polar Physical Science

Potential of high-resolution airborne LiDAR in glaciology

The research work of the Institute continues to focus around
its research groups, each of which is a blend of senior
academic staff, post-doctoral researchers and postgraduate
students. The work of the groups is supported by a number
of externally funded research grants, which are listed below.
In addition, the Institute contributes to the NERC Centre for
Polar Observation and Modelling (in collaboration with UCL
and Bristol University). The groups are:

• Glaciology and Climate Change
• Glacier-Influenced Marine Sedimentary Environments
• Polar Landscapes and Remote Sensing
• Polar Social Science and Humanities

Institute staff organise seminar series in both polar physical
sciences and social science and humanities. Speakers from
universities and research centres in the UK and overseas,
together with Cambridge colleagues, have contributed
during the year. The seminars are well attended by staff and
research students from a number of Cambridge
departments and from, for example, the British Antarctic
Survey. A selection of the physical and social science
research projects in which we are currently engaged is
outlined briefly below.

Sampling sea water in an East Greenland Fjord

Polar Research
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Over the past few decades, most Arctic glaciers have been
retreating and thinning in response to climate change and
are predicted to shrink further over the next few decades.
Many Arctic glaciers are polythermal, with warm ice (at 0ºC)
in their interior, where ice is thick and is warmed to the
pressure melt point, and cold ice (below 0ºC) around their
margins where ice is thin. Previous work on the polythermal
glacier Midre Lovénbreen, close to the Arctic research base
at Ny-Ålesund on Spitsbergen, has shown that the thermal
regime of this glacier, particularly the location of warm-
based and cold-based ice, has important implications for
the glacier’s hydrology and dynamics. We hypothesized
that, as glaciers shrink, their thermal regime will change,
and that this will affect the way in which water moves
through them and controls their movement. With this in
mind, we visited Midre Lovénbreen in April/May 2006 and
used a sled-mounted 50 MHz Ground Penetrating Radar

(GPR) pulled by skidoo to map the distribution of warm and
cold ice across the glacier tongue. The results were
compared with GPR surveys in May 1990 and May 1998.
Results show that while the glacier snout has retreated
about 13 m per year and surface mass balance has been -
0.4 m of water equivalent per year since 1990, the
boundary between the warm- and cold-based ice has
retreated by around 80 m per year over the same period.
We plan to monitor the continued changes to the thermal
regime of this glacier over the next few years, and use the
data to drive and test a numerical model of glacier flow.
This work is being done in collaboration with David Rippin
(University of Hull), Jack Kohler (Norwegian Polar Institute),
Jiawen Ren (Cold & Arid Regions Environment &
Engineering Institute, Chinese Academy of Sciences) and
Ming Yan (Polar Research Institute of China).

Ian Willis

Changing thermal regime of polythermal glaciers

Keel depths of modern Antarctic icebergs and implications for sea-floor scouring in the
geological record 

Icebergs affect the geological record through the scouring
or ploughing action of their keels, reworking sediments
where they contact the sea floor. Satellite radar-altimeter
measurements of the surface elevation of the marine
margins of the Antarctic Ice Sheet are inverted to produce
ice-thickness values. These data are assumed to represent
the keel-depths of newly-calved icebergs. There are three
peaks in the frequency distribution of Antarctic iceberg-keel
depths: (a) about 140-200 m in thickness, associated with
small ice shelves fringing Antarctica (e.g. Wilkins, George VI
and Brunt ice shelves); (b) about 250-300 m, from large ice
shelves (e.g. Ross, Ronne, Amery ice shelves); and (c)
approximately 500-600 m, from fast-flowing ice-sheet
outlet glaciers (e.g. Pine Island and Dibble glaciers),
together with the Filchner Ice Shelf. Controls on iceberg
keel-depth are ice thickness at the grounding line, creep-
thinning and the rate of melting/freezing at the floating ice-
shelf base with distance to the calving margin. The
distribution of sea-floor scours produced by iceberg-

grounding is dependent on the changing form and flow of
the glaciers and ice sheets from which icebergs are derived
and on berg drift tracks and melt rates. Sea-floor evidence
for icebergs with particularly deep keels has sometimes
been interpreted to indicate the presence of extensive
former ice shelves. However, the largest modern Antarctic
ice shelves do not produce large numbers of icebergs
thicker than about 350 m, implying that sea-floor scours
found in deeper water are unlikely to be an indicator of
extensive past ice-shelf development. Iceberg scours found
at water depths in excess of about 500 m in the geological
record are, instead, probably indicative of either: (a) the
former presence of fast-flowing ice-sheet outlet glaciers; (b)
ice shelves fed from major interior basins where lateral
spreading is constrained topographically; or (c) a pulse of
large icebergs released during major deglaciation or ice-
sheet collapse. This work was carried out in collaboration
with Prof. Jonathan Bamber, Bristol University.

Julian Dowdeswell



The management of anthropogenic environmental risk associated with oil development in
the Arctic Littoral

This research addresses the area of decision-making
concerned with the management of environmental risk in
the Arctic. It is based on a case study of roadless oil
development on the North Slope area of Alaska, an
environmental benefit of which is that construction does
not add to the development infrastructure on the North
Slope. However, in adopting such an alternative approach
to tundra development, choices must be made regarding
the tolerability and mitigation of other risks, including
response to emergencies like the loss of well control at
remote and roadless sites. The method for making the
many choices that condition environmental risk resulting
from such developments is the system of environmental
assessment and permitting current in the United States. To
study this problem, a set of semi-structured interviews was
carried out with persons either involved in the permitting
system for Arctic oil developments, or likely to be affected
by their outcomes. These data were subjected to a primarily

qualitative analysis to develop a theory of the decision
process. Despite a developed approach to environmental
risk assessment and management enshrined in the system
of statutory controls, there remain significant shortfalls in
decision quality as perceived by those involved. The system
is not the site-specific, linear legal process of decision-
making that might be discovered in statutory instruments
and official reports. Rather, it is a dynamic network
composed of many actors from a variety of nominal
stakeholder groups. This network has an ad hoc structure
based on a triad of basic roles, with many actors fulfilling
more than one role. Of all the issues that affect the process
and its outcomes, it is the influence of time that is found to
be most likely to differentiate environmental risk
management decision-making in the Arctic from such
choices in other biomes. 

John Ash
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The identification and preservation of landforms diagnostic of past ice-sheet activity on
continental shelves from 3-dimensional (3D) seismic evidence

Ice Ages have occurred a number of times in Earth’s history,
and are important in understanding changes in long-term
climate. However, it is difficult to demonstrate the presence
of ice sheets in the ancient record because their
sedimentary products can resemble those from non-glacial
processes (e.g. mass wasting). Diagnostic large-scale glacial
landforms, produced at the base of ice sheets and
preserved on continental shelves after deglaciation, can
establish a glacial origin. 3D seismic evidence from the 2.7
million year old Naust Formation, Norwegian margin,
illustrates several glacial landforms that are also commonly-
occurring features on modern high-latitude shelves: (a)
streamlined mega-scale lineations produced by fast-flowing
ice streams; (b) ploughmarks formed by iceberg keels; (c)

regularly-spaced transverse ridges or push moraines formed
during ice retreat. We have found, for example, buried ice-
keel ploughmarks on a palaeo-shelf dating to about two
million years ago. Norwegian-margin seismic-stratigraphy
shows that ice advanced many times, and that some
palaeo-shelf surfaces were preserved. Such palaeo-surfaces
must be preserved for up to hundreds of millions of years
for glacial landforms to be useful in identification of ancient
depositional environments. Evidence from the 450 million
year old Late Ordovician rocks of Africa shows that
diagnostic glacial landforms are present. This work was
carried out in collaboration with Dag Ottesen and Leif Rise,
Norwegian Geological Survey and Dr Jonathan Craig, ENI.

Julian Dowdeswell

Validation measurements for the CryoSat radar altimeter
In 2006 we again participated in an international campaign
to validate data collected by a new radar altimeter to be
carried by the CryoSat satellite. A two-person team from
SPRI returned to the Greenland Ice Sheet and repeated the
2004 traverses along the EGIG line. Measurements of snow
density profiles were made at 1m, 10 m, 100 m and 1 km
intervals over a 1 km2 site at site T12, which lies in the
transition area between the dry snow and percolation
zones. The variations in density measured with an
automatic profiling system based on neutron scattering
matched those detected by a Very High Band-width (VHB)
radar over the same area. These data allow us to define the

spatial and temporal variation in density for the transition
zone and to explain radar returns from the airborne ASIRAS
radar altimeter in this area. Work continued on planning for
the 2007 CryoSat field season on Austfonna, eastern
Svalbard, where neutron probe measurements of density
profiles have not yet been made. Using data from Summit
Station, Greenland, borehole optical stratigraphy and
neutron scattering techniques for determining accumulation
have been compared with the established technique based
on chemical analysis of ice cores.

Liz Morris
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Present day processes, Past changes, and Spatiotemporal variability of biotic, abiotic and
socio-environmental conditions and resource components along and across the Arctic
delimitation zone (PPS Arctic)

‘PPS Arctic’ is a core activity of the International Polar Year
(IPY), with a focus on the Arctic treeline. In fact, the treeline
does not really exist as a line, but is a transition zone or
ecotone between boreal forest to the south and treeless
tundra to the north. It is the Earth’s greatest vegetation
transition, being over 13,000 km long and occupying
around 5% of the vegetated part of the Northern
Hemisphere, and it has major climatological and
biogeographical significance. The location of this transitional
zone has shifted dramatically since the last full glacial period
18,000 years ago, and simple ecosystem models predict that
it is shifting again now in response to a changing climate.
Substantiating data are, however, scarce and contradictory.
PPS Arctic is a coordinated international response to the
challenges posed by our poor understanding of this critically
important region. Membership of the PPS Arctic consortium
extends across around a dozen countries and more than 50
scientists, with joint coordination from the Norwegian

Institute for Nature Research (NINA) and from SPRI. Major
research activities will be timed to coincide with the IPY in
2007 and 2008, with the foci of activity in Canada,
Scandinavia, Alaska and European Russia. Outputs will
include a greatly improved understanding of the nature and
location of the ecotone, and of how it has evolved over the
past 40 years, and a baseline against which its future
development can be assessed. PPS Arctic is divided into four
scientific modules: (1) global change effects on the Arctic-
Boreal transition zone and modelling structural changes; (2)
past history and broad-scale temporal variations of the
transition zone; (3) classifying vegetation, land cover and
land use, and their spatial variations, by remote sensing and
landscape analysis; (4) land use and development of the
Arctic-Boreal transition zone through the joint perspective of
local traditional and scientific knowledge. SPRI’s particular
interest is in module 3.

Gareth Rees and Miguel Cardoso

Climate data from early 19th century British Arctic whaling logs 

Direct rather than proxy weather records for high latitudes
exist in the form of ships’ logs for periods before formal
meteorological recording began. While naval records are
considered to be of high quality and reliability, those from
whalers are regarded as less dependable. Roughly 500 logs
still exist from British whalers voyaging to the Arctic
between 1750 and 1850. The present study investigates a
continuous series of logs acquired between 1810 and 1820
from the Greenland Sea. During this period, William
Scoresby Jr. was not only the most successful whaler but
also a meticulous scientist. His data are being used to
provide a comparative base-line for logs written by less
scientifically oriented whaling masters. The two main
aspects of investigation are the recorded wind vectors and
ice sightings. Within a monthly resolution, the records from
these logs already show a high degree of correlation with
the Scoresby logs. Thus, winds and ice readings from both

Scoresby and other observers can be used in establishing
the broad aspects of former climate in these areas. These
aspects are compared with modern satellite-derived ice
cover statistics to give an indication of changes in the
location of the ice edge over the last 200 years. An ice
nomenclature glossary for the period is being built up as
part of this project. In addition, a specialised computer
program has been written to help validate, convert and
interrogate transcribed data with records and information
on almost 4,000 whaling voyages from British ports to the
Arctic along with approximately 2,000 day by day
transcribed data from 18 logs. It is envisaged that the
database and program will provide a valuable resource for
future research into the British Arctic whaling industry
during the 18th and 19th centuries. 

Dinah Molloy Thompson and Gareth Rees

Scale dependency in distributed glacier surface energy-balance calculations

Very high resolution airborne LiDAR data have been
obtained from Svalbard by SPRI, in conjunction with NERC
and the Unit for Landscape Modelling, part of the University
of Cambridge. This has allowed us to investigate the
possible impact of the spatial scale at which calculations of
glacier surface energy-balance are made on the total energy
balance, and hence the mass balance of glaciers. This work
has implications for predicting the responses of glaciers to
anthropogenic climate change. We have found that, as the
spatial resolution of data used in energy-balance calculations

coarsens, the total amount of solar energy received by a
glacier appears to increase. This would lead to the
overestimation of melt by around 10% in studies with a 200
m spatial resolution compared with studies using a finer 5 m
spatial resolution. We are currently investigating possible
methods to correct for this over-estimation, as coarse-
resolution studies are commonly used to make predictions of
mass balance over large glaciated areas such as Svalbard,
the Canadian Arctic islands, and Greenland and Antarctica.

Neil Arnold



Polar Social Science and Humanities

Polar field stations and International Polar Year (IPY) history: culture, heritage, governance
(1882-present)

Amongst historical studies of scientific institutions, field
stations have until now been conspicuous by their absence.
This project, based at SPRI, brings together an international
team of scholars to undertake a comparative analysis of a
sample of circumpolar field stations with the aim of
identifying national, disciplinary, or logistical approaches
and trends. Although field stations are now taken for
granted as part of the scientific landscape, they were only
introduced 150 years ago and are still sites of innovation by
architects and scientific planners. They have multiple
functions in the production of scientific knowledge. These

include: offering laboratory facilities to support analysis in
the field; maintaining transport vehicles to extend the
geographical range of field research; providing local
resources for engaging local communities; and pedagogical
opportunities for training future scientists. To launch this
project, the group’s first workshop was held at SPRI in
January 2006, where a programme of research was
planned. As well as managing the project, Bravo’s role
includes undertaking extensive archival study and fieldwork
in Nunavut, Northern Canada.

Michael Bravo

Cryo-Politics: public engagement with environmental politics in the future Arctic

The group of interested stakeholders in the Arctic is
growing. Future debates about Arctic security will involve
northern peoples, environmental NGOs, international
governance structures, as well as traditional states. These
stakeholders may form temporary or long-lasting coalitions
around these issues, but they will not represent a single
perspective. To explore how future Arctic environmental
debates will take place and engage audiences, we have
begun a study of the emerging public understanding of
sea-ice loss in Northern Canada. Events in the future Arctic
will become more visible and acquire greater immediacy as

stakeholders deploy new media and communications
technologies. The Arctic will become an increasingly
contested political ground, and arguments using evocative
images of ships, pollution and Arctic sea mammals will
circulate and inform audiences around the world. Sea-ice
imagery, showing decreasing ice concentrations in summer
since 1979, will inform wider public audiences while, at the
same time, challenging other public representations of the
Arctic by either contesting existing assumptions or finding
new ways to show layers of complexity.

Michael Bravo and Gareth Rees
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Marine mammal hunting in the contemporary Arctic

The hunting of marine mammals by Inuit in the Canadian
Arctic has significant cultural, social and economic
importance. The subsistence hunting of such animals as
beluga whales and polar bears is embedded in notions of
Inuit identity and attachment to the physical and social
environment. The knowledge and skill possessed by Inuit
hunters to safely and successfully hunt these large marine
mammals is acquired and refined over lifetimes of
engagement with the environment and its animals, and
through the social relationships with other Inuit, which are
enacted and reproduced through the marine mammal
hunting complex. Contemporary Inuit must also engage with
the concepts and realities of wildlife management, climate
and environmental change, and industrial contamination of
the food web. Inuit hunting practice continually adapts to

these new influences and occurrences, as does the role
played by marine mammals in Inuit culture, economy and
cosmology. Through case studies of subsistence beluga whale
hunting and trophy polar bear hunting, the evolving
relationships between Inuit, marine mammals and the world
beyond the Canadian Arctic are being explored. What impact
are these global issues of wildlife management and
environmental change having on small local communities
where identity, kinship and knowledge are often so closely
linked to the land, the sea, and the hunting of animals?
Preliminary results point to Inuit interpreting and
incorporating these global concepts in culturally meaningful
ways, that allow for continued engagement with the
environment on their own, local, terms.

Martina Tyrrell 
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The migration of Brigade 5 of the Nenets collective reindeer herding enterprise in Russian Siberia

An innovative approach to the problem of suicide in Greenland

Suicide in Greenland is studied from an anthropological
perspective. Suicide is recognised as a major social problem
among most indigenous peoples around the Arctic, but
research generally falls within the idiom of public health,
using epidemiological methodologies. By contrast, this study,
funded by the Danish Research Council and based on 18
months’ fieldwork, asks what it means to die or to end one’s
own life in a context where the nature of the living or dying
person may be completely different from that assumed in

such methodologies. The research explores local concepts of
family, emotions, person, reincarnation and spirits in the
landscape, and argues that suicide should be understood
(and prevented) within the interplay between two local core
categories of “relatedness” and “loneliness.” The result is to
reinterpret suicide within a framework of indigenous ideas
of responsibility, agency, morality and destiny.

Janne Flora and Piers Vitebsky

Siberian shamans and their clients
Siberian shamans’ relations with their clients are analysed,
based on a year’s fieldwork in the city of Kyzyl. Whereas
earlier shamanic ritual focused on afflictions by spirits,
urban clients today frequently believe that they have been
cursed by family and colleagues. This apparently pervasive
paranoia is set in an historical context through the post-
socialist structures of social groups and networks. It is
argued that the paranoia draws on a previous latent
potential in the indigenous cultural repertoire of the
imagination. The shaman’s initiation does not only involve
spirits, in one dramatic, Eliadean moment of
transformation, but is the outcome of several stages in the

unfolding of social relationships and events in the shaman’s
own biography. These autobiographic events form the raw
material for the shaman’s technique of healing, by bringing
them into implicit or explicit parallel with the biography of
the client and blending them with motifs from epic legends
to develop narratives of power, revenge and closure.
However, a psychoanalytic model of transference and
counter-transference would suggest that the shaman’s
continuing vocation depends on an ongoing failure of any
such resolution in his own psychobiography.

Kostas Zorbas and Piers Vitebsky
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SPRI initiates BOREAS, a major new research initiative in Arctic humanities and social sciences

BOREAS (“Histories from the North - environments,
movements, narratives”) is an international programme of
innovative research on the Arctic in the humanities and
social sciences. Initiated and drafted by Piers Vitebsky at
SPRI in 2004, it was adopted by the European Science
Foundation (ESF) and launched in 2006. The circumpolar
reach of the Arctic has allowed the ESF to use BOREAS as a
pioneering experiment in collaborating with funding
agencies in Canada, the USA and Russia. In two years,
BOREAS has grown into the largest humanities programme
ever seen in the Arctic, with a budget of 6 million Euros
from research councils in Canada, Denmark, Estonia,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Poland, Sweden and the United
States, and with associated partners in Belgium, France,
Germany, Russia, Switzerland and the UK. BOREAS
(www.esf.org/boreas) has three capacity-building aims:

(1) To add a humanities counterweight to the longstanding
dominance of the natural sciences in Arctic research. Rather
than a token add-on “human dimension” to a natural
sciences agenda, BOREAS has been designed as an entire
programme based on agendas and methods of the
humanities.

(2) To strengthen the integration of Europe’s scattered
researchers in Arctic humanities, who do not enjoy the level
of coordination or support available to their colleagues in
Canada and the USA.

(3) To de-provincialise the Arctic humanities themselves.
While scholars studying Indonesia, Africa or Amazonia
frequently use each other’s work, Arctic researchers remain
largely isolated from those working on other regions. 

The BOREAS call for proposals focused on the following
topics in particular:

- Time and space, change and movement, to link the long
time-scales of geology and archaeology with the shorter
time-scales of colonial history and living memory.

- Governance and sovereignty, industrialisation and
subsistence, as Northern societies face southern demand for
natural resources and revenue dependence on world markets.

- Mutual identity formation between indigenous
communities and immigrants at the Northern frontier;
vulnerability, resilience and the limits to social and cultural
adaptability.

- Languages, philosophies and religions, especially
conceptualisations of the non-human environment
(landscape, animals) as a nexus of quasi-human social
relations and a field of multiple and contradictory agencies.

- New ways in which researchers and Northern residents
can collaborate as partners in the production of knowledge
and the framing of political, cultural and science agendas
for the North. 

Piers Vitebsky

A Nenets woman visiting the town of Amderma, Russian Siberia
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Current Research Grants

Institute staff hold competitively won grants of over £ 2.3 million, almost £1.3 million of which is from three
UK Research Councils (NERC, AHRC and ESRC).

Marine geological processes and sediments beneath floating ice
shelves in Greenland and Antarctica: investigations using the
Autosub AUV
Source: Natural Environment Research Council, Grant
NER/T/S/2000/00986
£ 369,062 (2001-2007)

Glacial-interglacial changes in the lost drainage basin of the West
Antarctic
Source: Natural Environment Research Council, Grant
NER/G/S/2002/00192
£ 84,932 (2004-2007)

Slope stability on Europe’s passive continental margins
Source: Natural Environment Research Council, Ocean Margins Link
Programme, Grant NER/T/S/2003/00318
£ 121,322  (2004-2007)

Sediment transfer from the Antarctic continent to deep ocean: a
shelf-slope-basin system investigated using the ISIS Remotely
Operated Vehicle
Source: Natural Environment Research Council, Grant
NE/C506372/1
£ 143,632  (2004-2008)

Validation and provision of CryoSat measurements of fluctuations
in the Earth’s land and marine ice fluxes
Source:  Natural Environment Research Council
£371,003  (2004-2009)

Marine geophysical and geological investigations of past flow and
stability of a major Greenland ice stream in the late Quaternary
Source:  National Environment Research Council, Grant
NE/D001986/1
£103,167  (2006-2009)

Trans-sectoral partnerships, sustainability research and the oil and
gas industry in Russia
Source:  Economic and Social Research Council, Grant RES-451-26-
0166
£14,916 (2004-2006)

The First Nations, Inuit, Inupiat and Kalaallit Artefact Collection
from Canada, Alaska and Greenland: enhancing documentation
and access
Source:  Arts and Humanities Research Council
£30,000  (2005-2006)

The Life of Field Stations. A History of community participation in
scientific practice at the Igloolik Laboratory (1974-2004)
Source: Arts and Humanities Research Council, Grant
AH/E001106/1
£20,075  (2007)

Arts and Humanities Research Council Research Workshops (Museums
and Galleries) Scheme: The Material Culture of Polar Exploration
Source: Arts and Humanities Research Council, Grant
AH/E500366/1
£14,849  (2006-2007)

Grants from UK Research Councils

Grants from Other Sources
The Herbert Ponting Archive of Antarctic Photographic Negatives
Source: Heritage Lottery Fund
£533,000 (2004-2006)

Continuity of scholarly advice and access to the internationally
significant archival collections of the Scott Polar Research Institute
Source:  Isaac Newton Trust
£20,000  (2004-2006)

Swedish Polar Social Science Research
Source: Swedish Academy
£14,345 (2005-2006)

Polar Field Stations and IPY History. Culture, Heritage, Present
Governance 1882 - Present
Source:  Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation, Grant F2005-
1364:1E
£14,173  (2006-2007)

Canadian Studies Interdisciplinary Research Project
Source: Foundation for Canadian Studies
£10,500 (2006-2007)

Potential threats to the future of Inuit Beluga Whale hunting in
Canadian Arctic
Source:  British Academy, Grant BAPDF0508
£67,929  (2006-2008)

BOREAS Inaugural Meeting
Source: European Science Foundation, Grant 06/99/MvD
£60,210  (2006-2007)

Environmental change in the Barents Region 
Source: European Union, Framework 5, Grant EVK2-2002-00169
£140,797  (2002-2006)

Interferometric evaluation of glacier rheology and change
Source: European Union, Framework 6, Grant SST3-CT-2003-502845
£95,634 (2004-2007)
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Publications by Institute Staff

Dowdeswell J.A. and Lane, H., 2006. The Antarctic Paintings of
Edward Seago. Scott Polar Research Institute Occasional
Publication, 98 pp.

Rees, W.G., 2006. Osnovy Distantsionnogo Zondirovaniya [Russian
translation of Physical Principles of Remote Sensing, 2nd edition].
Moscow: Tekhnosfera, 325 pp.

Papers*  
Arnold, N.S., Rees, W.G., Hodson, A.J. and Kohler, J., 2006.
Topographic controls on the energy balance of a high Arctic glacier.
Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 111, F02011,
doi:10.1029/2005JF000426.

Arnold, N.S., Rees, W.G., Devereaux, B.J. and Amable, G., 2006.
Evaluating the potential of high-resolution airborne LiDAR in glaciology.
International Journal of Remote Sensing, v. 27, p. 1233-1251.

Bamber, J.L., Krabill, W.B., Raper, V., Dowdeswell, J.A. and
Oerlemans, J., 2005.  Interpretation of elevation changes on
Svalbard glaciers and ice caps from airborne lidar data. Annals of
Glaciology, v. 42, p. 202-208.

Bassford, R.P., Siegert, M.J., Dowdeswell, J.A., Oerlemans, J.,
Glazovsky, A.F. and Macheret, Y.Y., 2006. Quantifying the mass
balance of ice caps on Severnaya Zemlya, Russian High Arctic. I.
Climate and mass balance at Vavilov Station on the Vavilov Ice Cap.
Arctic, Antarctic and Alpine Research, v. 38, p. 1-12.

Bassford, R.P., Siegert, M.J. and Dowdeswell, J.A., 2006. Quantifying
the mass balance of ice caps on Severnaya Zemlya, Russian High
Arctic. II. Modeling the mass balance and dynamics of the Vavilov Ice
Cap. Arctic, Antarctic and Alpine Research, v. 38, p. 13-20.

Bassford, R.P., Siegert, M.J. and Dowdeswell, J.A., 2006. Quantifying
the mass balance of ice caps on Severnaya Zemlya, Russian High
Arctic. III. Sensitivity of ice caps in Severnaya Zemlya to climate
change. Arctic, Antarctic and Alpine Research, v. 38, p. 21-33.

Bravo, M.T. and Rees, W.G., 2006. Cryo-politics: environmental
security and the future of Arctic navigation. Brown Journal of
World Affairs, v. 13, p. 205-215.

Bravo, M.T., 2006. Geographies of exploration and improvement:
William Scoresby and Arctic whaling (1722-1822). Journal of
Historical Geography, v. 32, p. 512-538.

Bravo, M.T., 2006. Against determinism: a reassessment of Marcel
Mauss’ essay on ‘Seasonal Variations’. Inuit Studies, v. 30.

Brock, B.W., Willis, I.C. and Sharp, M.J., 2006. Measurement and
parameterisation of surface (aerodynamic) roughness variations at Haut
Glacier d’Arolla, Switzerland. Journal of Glaciology, v. 52, p. 281-297.

Dowdeswell, J.A., 2006. A changing Greenland Ice Sheet and
global sea-level rise. Science, v. 311, p. 963-964.

Dowdeswell, J.A., Ottesen, D. and Rise, L., 2006. Flow-switching
and large-scale deposition by ice streams draining former ice
sheets. Geology, v. 34, 313-316. 

Dowdeswell, J.A., Evans, J., Ó Cofaigh, C. and Anderson, J.B.,
2006. Morphology and sedimentary processes on the continental
slope off Pine Island Bay, Amundsen Sea, West Antarctica.
Geological Society of America, Bulletin, v. 118, p. 606-619. 

Evans, J., Dowdeswell, J.A., Ó Cofaigh, C., Benham, T.J. and
Anderson, J.B., 2006. Extent and dynamics of the West Antarctic Ice
Sheet on the outer continental shelf of Pine Island Bay, Amundsen
Sea, during the last deglaciation. Marine Geology, v. 230, p. 53-72.

Hawley, R.L. and Morris E.M., 2006. Borehole stratigraphy and
neutron-scattering density measurements at Summit, Greenland.
Journal of Glaciology, v. 52, p. 491-496.

Hawley, R.L., Morris, E.M., Cullen, R., Nixdorf, U., Shepherd,
A.P. and Wingham, D.J., 2006. ASIRAS airborne radar resolves
internal annual layers in the dry-snow zone of Greenland.
Geophysical Research Letters, v. 33, L04502,
doi:10.1029/2005GL025147.

Irvine-Fynn T.D.L., Moorman, B.J., Willis, I.C., Sjogren, D.B., Hodson,
A.J. Mumford, P.N., Walter, F.S.A. and Williams, J.L.M., 2005.
Geocryological processes linked to High-Arctic pro-glacial stream
suspended sediment dynamics: examples from Bylot Island, Nunavut
and Spitsbergen, Svalbard. Hydrological Processes, v. 19, p. 115-135.

Jacobsen, T. and Stone, I.R., 2006. Kolbeinsey: Iceland’s Arctic
island. Polar Record, v. 42, p. 167-169.

Kononov, Y.M., Ananicheva, M.D. and Willis, I.C., 2005. High-
resolution reconstruction of Polar Ural glacier mass balance for the
last millennium. Annals of Glaciology, v. 42, p. 163-170.

Nelson, A.E., Willis, I.C. and Ó Cofaigh, C., 2005. Till genesis and
glacier motion inferred from sedimentological evidence associated
with the surge-type glacier, Brúarjökull, Iceland. Annals of
Glaciology, v. 42, p. 14-22.

Nienow, P.W., Hubbard, A.L., Hubbard, B.P., Chandler, D.M., Mair,
D.W.F., Sharp, M.J. and Willis, I.C., 2005. Hydrological controls on
diurnal ice flow variability in valley glaciers. Journal of Geophysical
Research, v. 110, F04002, doi:10.1029 /2003JF000112.

Ó Cofaigh, C., Dowdeswell, J.A. and Kenyon, N.H., 2006.
Geophysical investigations of a high-latitude submarine channel
system and associated channel-mouth lobe in the Lofoten Basin,
Polar North Atlantic. Marine Geology, v. 226, p. 41-50.

Oerlemans, J., Bassford, R.P., Chapman, W., Dowdeswell, J.A.,
Glazovsky, A.F., Hagen, J.O., Melvold, K., de Wildt, M.R. and van
de Wal, R.S.W., 2005.  Estimating the contribution from Arctic
glaciers to sea-level change in the next hundred years. Annals of
Glaciology, v. 42, p. 230-236. 

Ottesen, D. and Dowdeswell, J.A., 2006. Assemblages of submarine
landforms produced by tidewater glaciers in Svalbard. Journal of
Geophysical Research, v. 111, F01016, doi:10.1029/2005JF000330.

Rees, W.G. and Arnold, N.S., 2006. Scale-dependent roughness of
a glacier surface: implications for radar backscatter and aerodynamic
roughness modelling. Journal of Glaciology, v. 52, p. 214-222.

Books
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Chapters in Books and Other Contributions
Dowdeswell, J.A., 2006. Ice sheets and marine sedimentation on
high-latitude continental margins. In Knight, P.G., (Ed.), Glacier
Science and Environmental Change, p. 153-159. Blackwell, Oxford. 

Ferringo, J..G., Foley, K.M., Swithinbank, C., Williams Jr., R.S. and
Dailide, L.M., 2005. Coastal-change and glaciological map of the
Ronne Ice Shelf area, Antarctica: 1974-2002. U.S. Department of
the Interior: U.S. Geological Survey. ISBN 0607964413.

Ferringo, J.G., Cook, A.J., Foley, K.M., Williams Jr., R.S.,
Swithinbank, C. and Fox, A.J., 2006. Coastal-change and
glaciological map of the Trinity Peninsula area and South Shetland
Islands, Antarctica, 1843-2001. U.S. Department of the Interior:
U.S. Geological Survey. ISBN 0607964421.

Irvine-Fynn, T.D.L., Moorman, B.J., Sjogren, D.B., Walter, F.S.A.,
Willis, I.C., Hodson, A.J., Williams, J.L.M. and Mumford, P.N.,
2005. Cryological processes implied in Arctic pro-glacial stream
sediment dynamics using principal components analysis and
regression. In Harris, C. and Murton, J.B. (Eds.) Cryospheric
Systems: Glaciers and Permafrost. Geological Society Special
Publication, v. 242, p. 83-98.

Kumpula, T., Forbes, B. and Stammler, F., 2006. Combining data
from satellite images and reindeer herders in Arctic petroleum
development: the case of Yamal, West Siberia. Nordia Geographical
Publications, v. 35, p. 17-30.

Morris, E.M., 2006. Techniques for predicting runoff from
glacierized areas. In Demuth, M.N., Munro, D.S. and Young, G.J.,
(Eds.), Peyto Glacier - One Century of Science. National Hydrology
Research Institute, Science Report. NHRI, Saskatoon.

Sawchuk, C.M., 2006. Review of ‘Red Serge and Polar Bear Pants:
A Biography of Harry Stallworthy, R.C.M.P’, by W. Barr. Canadian
Historical Review, v. 87, p. 158-160.

Stammler, F. and Wilson, E., 2006. Dialogue for development: an
exploration of relations between oil and gas companies, communities
and the state. In Special issue on the oil and gas industry local
communities and the state, Wilson, E. and Stammler, F., (Eds.).
Sibirica, v. 5, p. 1-42. Oxford / New York: Berghahn.

Vitebsky, P. and Klein, R., 2006. ESF EUROCORES Programme
BOREAS (“Histories from the North: environments, movements,
narratives”) up and running. Northern Notes: Newsletter of the
International Arctic Social Sciences Association.

Student Doctoral and Masters Theses
Bartholomew, I., M.Phil. 2006. Marine-geophysical investigations
of submarine landforms on high-latitude continental margins:
channel networks carved by subglacial water, Marguerite Bay,
Antarctic Peninsula.

Cassell, E., M.Phil. 2006. Honouring the past, building the future:
is a truth and reconciliation commission the appropriate forum in
which to address the legacy of Indian residential schools?

Dwyer, M., Ph.D. 2006. Komi reindeer herding: mobility and land
use in a changing natural and social environment.

Grant, S., Ph.D. 2006. Development of a marine protected area
system for Antarctica.

Sawchuk, C.M., M.Phil. 2006. Evangelical and aboriginal
christianity on Baffin Island: a case study of Pond Inlet
(Mittimatalik), 1929-1934.

Rickaby, R.E.M., Bard, E., Sonzongni, C., Rosteck, F., Beaufort, L.,
Barker, S., Rees, G. and Schrag, D.P., 2006. Coccolith chemistry
reveals secular variations in the global ocean carbon cycle? Earth
and Planetary Science Letters, v. 253, p. 83-95.

Rippin, D.M., Willis, I.C. and Arnold, N.S., 2005. Seasonal patterns
of velocity and strain across the tongue of the polythermal glacier
Midre Lovénbreen, Svalbard. Annals of Glaciology, v. 42, p. 445-453.

Rippin, D.M., Willis, I.C., Arnold, N.S., Hodson, A.J, and
Brinkhaus, M., 2005. Spatial and temporal variations in surface
velocity and basal drag across the tongue of the polythermal Midre
Lovénbreen, Svalbard. Journal of Glaciology, v. 51, p. 588-600.

Scott, J.B.T., Mair, D., Nienow, P., Parry, V. and Morris, E.M., 2006.
A ground-based radar backscatter investigation in the percolation
zone of the Greenland Ice Sheet. Remote Sensing of Environment,
v. 104, p. 361-373.

Scott, J.B.T., Nienow, P., Parry, V., Mair, D., Morris, E.M. and
Wingham, D.J., 2006. The importance of seasonal and annual
layers in the backscatter to radar altimeters across the percolation
zone of an ice sheet. Geophysical Research Letters, v. 33, L24502,
doi:10.1029/2006GL027974.

Stone, I.R. and Bosco, P., 2006. Plans for an Italian Antarctic
expedition, 1881. Polar Record, v. 42, p. 359-363.

Tyrrell, M., 2006. Making sense of contaminants: a case study of
Arviat, Nunavut.  Arctic, v. 59, p. 370-380. 

Tyrrell, M., 2006. More bears, less bears: Inuit and scientific
perceptions of polar bear populations on the west coast of Hudson
Bay. Inuit Studies, v. 30.

Tyrrell, M., 2006.  From placelessness to place: an ethnographer’s
experience of growing to know places at sea. Worldviews:
Environment, Culture, Religion, v. 10, p. 220-238.

Tribbeck, M.J., Gurney, R.J. and Morris, E.M., 2006. The radiative
effect of a fir canopy on a snowpack. Journal of
Hydrometeorology, v. 7, p. 880-895.

Ward, C. and Dowdeswell, J.A., 2006. On the meteorological
instruments and observations made during the 19th Century
exploration of the Canadian Northwest Passage. Arctic, Antarctic
and Alpine Research, v. 38, p. 454-464.

* Includes several 2005 papers published too late to include in last year’s report
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Polar Information and Historic Archives

The success of new undergraduate courses in the
Department of Geography on ‘Arctic Peoples’ and ‘Glacial
Processes’ in attracting large numbers of students led to a
substantial rise in undergraduate use of the library during
the year. In addition, staff cooperated in a joint user-
education scheme with the Earth Sciences Library to provide
training for new postgraduate students in the use of
electronic resources. Beyond the University, the Library
received almost 400 visits from external readers and
demand for polar information from enquirers around the
world continued to rise. Library staff also began a major
review of the Universal Decimal Classification for use in
Polar Libraries, preparatory to a new revised edition.

A total of 1801 items were added to the Library. The
sections of the library catalogue accessible via the web as
SPRILIB (Antarctica, Ice and Snow and Russian North) were
also updated to include material published up to the end of
2005. Three issues of Polar and Glaciological Abstracts were
published by Cambridge University Press and records were
sent for two updates of the Arctic and Antarctic Regions
CD-ROM published by the National Information Services
Corporation. Despite decreased funding, we were also able
to continue our input to the Antarctic Bibliography. We
were pleased to host a visit from Sharon Tahirkheli, Director
of Information Systems (GeoRef) at the American
Geological Institute and Manager of the Cold Regions
Bibliography Project. The Antarctic Bibliography is
searchable free of charge on the web at
http://www.coldregions.org/dbtw-wpd/antinfo.htm.

Funding from the Friends of SPRI allowed the Library to
appoint Jeremy Wong to a part-time post, enabling the
reduction of the acquisitions backlog and augmenting the
work of Hilary Shibata and Isabella Warren as Antarctic and
Russian bibliographers, respectively. A further award in
November provided for continued assistance with
processing and cataloguing of new materials acquired
through the first purchases using the William Mills Fund. 

Library staff also play an important role in wider
developments within the university, and at the national and
international level. In March, Librarian Heather Lane
discussed development of the International Polar Year (IPY)
Data Policy at a workshop run by the IPY Data and
Information Service. She also attended the IPY Education,
Outreach and Communication workshop in Brussels and

joined the design team for the new IPY web site
www.ipy.org. She was the guest speaker at the
International Library and Information Group meeting in
April and ESU in May, lecturing on her experience as the
winner of the 2005 English Speaking Union/CILIP Travelling
Librarian Award. In addition, Mrs Lane continued to chair
the Cambridge University Bibliographic Standards Working
Party and was elected to the General Board Committee on
Libraries. She also attended the Polar Libraries Colloquy in
Rome in May, where she gave a joint presentation on the
development of the IPY Publications Database and was
voted in as Chair-Elect of the Colloquy for 2006 to 2008. 

Volunteers play an important role in researching and
maintaining the Library’s collections. Jonathan Pinhey, John
Reid and Maria Shorthouse all gave unstintingly of their
time and expertise during the year. Percy Hammond and
Jean Cruttwell continued to develop the map catalogue and
delivered the first phase of the database in Access format.
The Institute would like to acknowledge the assistance
given by the volunteers, whose efforts are greatly
appreciated.

In addition to research grants for specific projects, the
Institute received, during the financial year, sums for the
general support of information and library services. Special
thanks are due to the following generous supporting
bodies:

Ministry of Defence grant in aid (DSNOM) £35,000
Royal Society grant in aid (for WDC-C) £11,000
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
(Polar Regions Unit) £  5,000

Swedish Programme for Social Science Research 
in the Polar Regions £  1,000

During the year the Library also hosted a number of
scholars visiting the Institute for extended periods,
including: Dr Hermann Bardarson (University of Bergen,
Norway); Níels Einarsson (Director, Stefansson Arctic
Institute, Iceland); Dr Bernadette Hince (Australian National
University, Canberra); Prof. Larry Rockhill (University of
Alaska); Professor Matti Seppala (Department of Geography,
Helsinki University, Finland); Professor Enrique Serrano
Cañadas (Professor of Physical Geography, University of
Valladolid, Spain).

Heather Lane

Library and Information Service
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Model sledge and Inuit doll from East Greenland, from the Museum Collection

World Data Centre for Glaciology, Cambridge
Rick Frolich continued to work as joint WDC manager and
Ice and Snow Bibliographer of the Scott Polar Research
Institute Library, sharing website responsibilities with SPRI
Webmaster Martin Lucas-Smith. Fully abstracted and
indexed records for 43 monographs and 550 articles were
added during the year to the in-house database SPRILIB,
which now contains over 176,000 entries. Several
bibliographies were also produced for individual researchers.

In terms of online resources, relevant SPRILIB records
continue to be made available freely (approximately eight
months after appearing in Polar and Glaciological Abstracts)
via the online database ICE AND SNOW, available at
http://www.spri.cam.ac.uk/resources/sprilib/icesnow/.
SPRILIB ICE AND SNOW now holds nearly 50,000 entries
and receives around 17,000 requests annually. This and the
other two bibliographic databases comprising SPRILIB
Online have been updated on three occasions and the user
interface upgraded.  The WDC website receives new
material as resources permit. The site received hits from
over 100 countries in 2006.  The Directory of European
Glaciology - http://wdcgc.spri.cam.ac.uk/directory/ - has

been maintained and has received many thousands of hits
from over 60 countries in the past year.

WDCGC and the SPRI Library have produced a draft new
edition of the Universal Decimal Classification Schedule for
Polar Libraries (a substantial part of which covers glaciology)
and sent this to several institutions for consultation. The
WDC has also contributed to the setting up of a
bibliographic database devoted to the International Polar
Year 2007-08, on a platform provided by NISC at
http://www.nisc.com/ipy. 

Institutional affiliations of scientists and students making use
of WDCGC resources this year included the Universities of
Peshawar, Bergen and Cambridge, Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid, the Australia National University, British Antarctic
Survey, the USA’s National Snow and Ice Data Center and
various schools and educational trusts. Media requests and
those from the general public have covered, for example,
material for special needs education, statistics for glaciers in
the European Alps, and glacial karst in Antarctica.

Rick Frolich
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Archives
Naomi Boneham returned to SPRI in May 2006 to take over
the management of the Institute’s archives. Naomi previously
worked at the Institute between 2002 and 2004 with
responsibility for the Archives Hub project, which saw the
archive catalogues made available online. The archive booking
system introduced in May 2005 has enabled researchers to
plan their visits very efficiently. In 2006, 476 half-day
appointments were booked, making this the busiest year ever
for archive readers. Visitors from Europe, North and South
American, Australia and New Zealand were welcomed to the
Institute, some for extended periods of research. 

The scope of research undertaken by our visitors has been
wide ranging. Biographers have been working on the lives of
Edward Wilson, Joseph Stenhouse and Frank Debenham, the
latter of whom was founder and first Director of SPRI.
Researchers undertook work on, for example, 19th century
Canadian Arctic exploration, the Antarctic expeditions of
Captain Scott, the development of motorised sledges for polar
exploration and of radio-echo sounding as a tool in the
measurement of ice thickness. Finally, relatives of a number of
past polar explorers have visited the archives, keen to uncover
more information on their ancestors. 

We are most grateful to the Scott family for the donation of
the collection of personal letters written by Captain Scott and
his wife Kathleen. These letters, including Scott’s poignant last
letter to his wife from Antarctica, were presented by Lady
Philippa Scott. Donations such as these are invaluable to the
continued building of our scholarly collections.

New accessions to the Archive collections have included
material from the British Greenland Expedition, 1952-54, a set
of sailing instructions used during one of the many Franklin
search expeditions, material from the Norwegian British
Swedish Antarctic Expedition, 1949-52, and over 100 letters
written by Apsley Cherry-Garrard to Miss Drake, the first
secretary to Frank Debenham at SPRI. 

The work of the archive volunteers - Deirdre Hanna, Michael
Laughton and John Reid - has been of great assistance. Miss
Luisa Retamales also undertook a month of work experience
with the Archives and Picture Library in August and
September as part of her degree from the University of
Konstanz.

Naomi Boneham

Picture Library
The Picture Library continues to assist many visitors and
enquirers from all over the world with their research on polar
photographic material for use in a variety of publications,
television programmes, lectures and museum exhibitions. This
year, photographic material has been supplied for exhibitions
at the Discovery Point Museum in Dundee, the National
Gallery of Canada, the National Maritime Museum Cornwall
in Falmouth, the Castle Museum in Norwich and La Corderie
Royale in Rochefort, France. Photographs have also been
supplied for the books The Lost Men by Kelly Tyler-Lewis,
Arctic hell-ship: The voyage of HMS Enterprise, 1850-1855 by
William Barr and to the National Maritime Museum in
Greenwich to illustrate their Leading Lives resource pack about
Ernest Shackleton. The Picture Library would like to
acknowledge the invaluable help given by the team of
volunteers: Angela Haines, Jennifer Hirsh, Sally Stonehouse
and Winifred Ware.

The Institute’s exhibition of Herbert Ponting’s renowned
photographs of Scott’s last expedition was shown at the
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Partners XXIXth meeting in
Edinburgh in June and then at Addenbrooke’s Hospital in
Cambridge until the end of October. There are plans for this
exhibition to travel to other venues in the future.

The preventive conservation programme continues with all of
the Ponting glass plate negatives being digitally copied by a

professional conservator. Purpose-built boxes have also been
constructed by a conservator for the collection of British Arctic
Air Route Expedition, 1930-31, photograph albums. This has
been made possible with the generous assistance of the
Augustine Courtauld Trust via the Friends of the Institute. The
Friends have also provided funds for the boxing of six albums
of photographs from the British Graham Land Expedition,
1934-37, and the presentation album of photographs taken
by Frank Hurley whilst on the Imperial Trans-Antarctic
Expedition, 1914-16 (Endurance). 

The Picture Library acquired, by purchase from Christie’s, seven
original glass plate negatives from the British Antarctic
Expedition, 1907-09 (Nimrod), and 74 other negatives relating
to Dr E. Marshall’s (expedition surgeon and cartographer)
service in the Great War. This was enabled by generous
support of the UK Antarctic Heritage Trust. In addition, the
Friends of SPRI provided £1880 for the conservation of two
paintings in the SPRI collection - Elephant Island, by George
Marston and an oil portrait, Sir James Clark Ross, by an
unknown artist. A professional conservator from the Hamilton
Kerr Institute, a renowned department of the Fitzwilliam
Museum specialising in the conservation of easel paintings,
was consulted and provided estimates for the very necessary
treatment that was required for each painting. These two
paintings have now been restored to their former glory.  

Lucy Martin



NERC Arctic Science Adviser
Professor Liz Morris served as the NERC Arctic Science Adviser
until her retirement from the British Antarctic Survey in
September 2006, focussing on support for the NERC-funded

Arctic-IPY Initiative. Liz is now a Senior Associate of the Institute
and undertaking a series of research projects in glaciology.

Liz Morris

Polar Record
Four issues of Polar Record were published by Cambridge
University Press during 2006. The important and welcome
news was received during the year that the journal has
achieved ISI status, meaning that each published paper is
now included in the Science Citation Index. This
achievement was due largely to the work of the Editor
Emeritus, Dr Beau Riffenburgh, who retired after seeing the
first issue of the year into the press. Dr Riffenburgh’s
unremitting efforts during the 14 years of his Editorship
have enhanced the reputation of Polar Record as an

international journal of polar research for the sciences,
social sciences and the humanities. The present Editor
would like to record his thanks to Dr Riffenburgh for his
kindness and courtesy during the hand-over period.
Fortunately, Dr Riffenburgh is continuing as Reviews Editor
and we are grateful to have the continuing benefit of his
wise advice. Thanks are also due to Dr Liz Cruwys, for many
years Assistant Editor of the journal.

Ian Stone

SPRI Website
Use of the SPRI website continues to grow, with the level of
usage double what it was two years ago. This is partly a
reflection on the ever-increasing amount and quality of
material online. A major project this year has been the
launch of the first phase of the SPRI Museum Online
Catalogue. The first set of records to be loaded was that for
the Arctic Material Culture Collections, as part of a project
funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council

(AHRC). Items can be searched for and listed in a variety of
ways. A particularly popular feature is the photographic
gallery, which provides thumbnail images of almost every
item in the collection, linked to a detailed description. The
initial development work carried out for this project will
enable further collections to be added to the site relatively
quickly as cataloguing and photography are completed.

Martin Lucas-Smith

Icebergs and sea birds in the waters east of Svalbard
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Teaching, Learning and Understanding

University Teaching
Academic members of the Institute’s staff coordinate and
participate regularly in undergraduate lecture courses in the
departments of Geography, Physics and Social Anthropology.
A new third-year course in the Department of Geography
on ‘Arctic Peoples’ has attracted very positive feedback
from students. Undergraduate supervisions are provided to
students in many colleges. Members of our staff are Fellows
of Christ’s, Darwin, Downing, Jesus, St. Catherine’s, St.
John’s colleges. Our M.Phil. course in Polar Studies has

academic strands in Physical Sciences and in Social Science
and Humanities, and staff also contribute to other M.Phil.
programmes taught in the Department of Geography. We
have twenty or so doctoral students, registered to study
topics which range from numerical modelling of ice sheets
to the nature of Inuit hunting methods. Each student is
nested within one of our research groups, providing a
strong and integrated research culture.

Julian Dowdeswell

SPRI Polar Museum
The Museum mounted a series of successful exhibitions
during the year, including Arctic Encounters - an exhibition
of the material culture of northern Canada, Greenland and
Alaska, which ran from May to December. This was the
culmination of an AHRC funded project, undertaken by
visiting curator Judy Hall, to catalogue the Institute’s
collection of artefacts of indigenous manufacture, and
enabled many of the exhibits to be displayed for the first
time. From 23 August to 30 September, the Library and
Archives jointly mounted an exhibition on The
autobiography of John Rae (1813-1893), celebrating the
125th anniversary of the MLA/V&A Purchase Grant Fund by
focusing on the SPRI’s first purchase with the aid of the
Fund - the manuscript of Rae’s autobiography. Rae was an
unsung hero of Arctic exploration and unacknowledged
discoverer of the Northwest Passage and of the fate of Sir
John Franklin’s exploring party. To coincide with the world
premiere of a play of the same name by Fraser Grace,
staged at the Shed Theatre, Cambridge, the Museum
exhibited Frobisher’s Gold (26 October to 30 November
2006), including information on Sir Martin Frobisher’s
expeditions and examples of the “black earth” from the
1576 voyage, which Frobisher believed to contain gold.

Acquisitions during the year included, most notably, the
camera taken on the Pole journey by Captain Scott,
manufactured by A.E. Stanley & Co., London. This is one of
the most important gifts to the collection in recent years
and the Institute acknowledges the generosity of the Scott
family, who made the donation. Among many other
generous gifts received were: a set of eighteenth-century
brass drawing instruments belonging to Sir Ernest
Shackleton, given by Mr Hugh Spendlove; a parka, gloves
and trousers, which belonged originally to Roald
Amundsen, donated by the family of Donald Robertson;
binoculars in leather case, owned by Frank Wild; a woollen
jumper belonging to George Murray Levick, worn on the
British Antarctic (Terra Nova) Expedition, 1910-13, kindly

donated by Dan Weinstein; a wool military cap, formerly
the property of Petty Officer James Edward Brown, Sr, Petty
Officer First Class in the U.S. Navy, who accompanied
Admiral Peary’s expedition to the North Pole, presented by
U.S. National D-Day Museum; a set of clothing worn during
the Cambridge University Spitsbergen Expedition, 1930,
presented by Mrs L.E. Jackson in memory of her late
husband, as part of the R.M. Jackson collection, which also
contains archival and photographic material. The executors
of the late Raymond J. Adie gifted expedition kit, artworks
and photographs. Dr Roy Carlyle, an expert model-maker,
built two models of the vessel Fram at 1/50 life size and
donated them to the Museum, with a range of other
memorabilia.

Additions to the art collection included an oil painting of
Port Lockroy by Lucia De Leiris, given by the artist; a
watercolour by Lisa Goren; two oils of Arctic subjects by
Charles Bezzina, received in lieu of sponsorship for Elizabeth
DeGaetano’s participation in the Friends’ Arctic dog sledge;
and two framed watercolours by David Smith, of the
Weddell Sea, Antarctica and Port Stanley, presented by
William and Rosie Stancer. Charles Swithinbank presented
three artworks, namely a sketch of Alaskan caribou by
Wilbur Walluk; and prints of Shoreline, fuel dumps and
driftwood logs, by Gunnar Brusewitz and Accibuck the seal
hunter by Fred Machetanz. The Museum was also able to
purchase three works by E.A. Wilson, including two
watercolours from the Terra Nova expedition, and was
successful in acquiring at auction, with generous assistance
from the Bevis Foundation, a half-length portrait of Admiral
Sir Francis Leopold McClintock, KCB, FRS (1819-1907) in
naval uniform, wearing the Arctic Medal, by John Lewis
Reilly (d.1880).

Some interesting items were acquired on loan during the
year. These included an important set of clothing, a model
sledge and kayak, tools and other items of Khanty-Mansy
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Projecting the Significance of the Polar Regions
Institute staff have continued to give considerable time to
stimulating public interest in the Arctic and Antarctic
through, for example, media work, public lectures and visits
by schools to our polar museum. Appearances were made
by staff on both radio and television, including BBC and ITV
news programmes. Views and quotations on polar topics,
many of which include an emphasis on high-latitude
environmental change issues, have also appeared in
newspapers and journals at home and abroad, including

The Times, The Independent and The Washington Post and
Time Magazine. Several staff have given external talks at
primary and secondary schools, in addition to academic
seminars at British and foreign universities. Our regular
series of Saturday evening Public Lectures, organized by Bob
Headland (Lent Term) and Celene Pickard (Michaelmas
Term), also attracts audiences of up to 100.

Julian Dowdeswell

Expedition Support: Gino Watkins and Edward Wilson Funds
The Gino Watkins Memorial Fund, under the joint trusteeship
of the University of Cambridge and the Royal Geographical
Society, provides grants towards expeditions that meet its
objectives of guiding and inspiring enterprising people towards
scientific research and exploration in the polar regions.  

The Committee of Managers of the Fund would like to
thank the Augustine Courtauld Trust for their generous

contribution of £8,500.  The members of the Committee
who served during the year were Mr D Fordham
(Chairman), Dr P Adams, Dr I Campbell, Mr R Crabtree, Dr L
Craig, Professor J A Dowdeswell, Dr P F Friend, Dr J A Heap
(deceased), Professor M Lea, Mr J Lowther, Mr J Muston,
Professor R C Schroter, and Dr M Tinsley.

The Committee made the following awards for 2006:

Gino Watkins Memorial Fund

Queen Elizabeth II High School Expedition to £1,000

South Greenland 2006

The Glasgow Academy Greenland Expedition 2006 £1,000

(A & J Simpson Award) 

Arctic Foxes Greenland Quest 2006 £500

Royal Navy Expedition Arctic Mountaineer £500

Trans-Greenland 2006 £1,000

Svalbard Spring 2006 £1,000

Oxford University Greenland Expedition 2006 £1,500 + £500*

(*Arctic Club Award)

Cambridge East Greenland Expedition 2006 £1,500

Spencer Finmark Chapman Expedition 2007 £500

Edward Wilson Fund

Alaska Environmental Change Undergraduate £500

Research Expedition 2006

origin from Siberia, collected by James William Wardropper
prior to 1911 and lent by Mrs Janet Turner (née
Wardropper), with a copy of the family’s photographs from
the region. Mr Colin Cameron lent a watercolour by E.A.
Wilson, entitled Sunset 7 p.m. March 30.11, Hut Point Ski
Slope; Robert and Penny Cook lent a sample of Mount
Erebus lava and a piece of a flag flown at Base Camp on
Scott’s Discovery Expedition, 1901-04; and from P.C. Craik
we received a seal harpoon from the same expedition.

Loans were also made to a number of institutions, including
the Fitzwilliam Museum, the National Museums of Scotland
and the Royal Geographical Society. The Institute was also
pleased to be able to lend a number of items relating to Sir
Ernest Shackleton’s Nimrod and Endurance expeditions to

Survivants des glaces (Survivors of the ice) - an exhibition in
partnership with La Corderie Royale, Rochefort, France,
which runs until 30 June 2007.

As ever, the Museum owes thanks to its dedicated
volunteers, who continue to assist with a range of projects,
from recording new accessions to preparing items for
conservation or photography. Mrs Jennifer Hirsh kindly
agreed to take on the role of Honorary Curator and during
the year has put in considerable work to ensure the
standardisation of the Museum’s electronic catalogues. We
were also fortunate to enlist the services of Alistair Auffret
as a volunteer for four weeks during the summer, enabling
us to carry out an inventory of the Museum’s main store. 

Heather Lane
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External Contributions to Polar Activities

National and International Roles of Staff

Members of the Institute are active in many roles relating to national and international committees and advisory groups
involving the polar regions, and are members of the editorial boards of a number of international journals. These include:

• Chair of the UK National Committee on Antarctic
Research

• UK Alternate Delegate to the Council of the Scientific
Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR)

• UK Delegate to the Council of the International Arctic
Science Committee (IASC)

• Head of the Glaciers and Ice Sheets Division of the
International Commission for Snow and Ice (ICSI), now
the IUGG Commission for the Cryospheric Sciences 

• Member of the NERC Peer Review College 

• Member of Hadley Centre Scientific Steering Group

• Member of the UK Antarctic Place-Names Committee

• Three members of UK International Polar Year Committee

• Member of the International Arctic Social Sciences
Association (IASSA) International Polar Year Taskforce

• UK representative on the International Arctic Science
Committee (IASC) working group on Arctic Glaciers

• Treasurer, International Glaciological Society

• UK Delegate to the International Science Initiative for the
Russian Arctic

• Member of the international steering group for the
Tundra-Taiga Initiative

• Chair of Scientific Committee, BOREAS Programme of
Arctic Humanities and Social Science Research, European
Science Foundation

• Permanent UK representative of the Association of
Marine Mammal Hunters of Chukotka

• Trustee, Sutasoma Trust

• Chair-elect, Polar Libraries Colloquy

• Editorial Board member: Geology, Earth Surface Processes
and Landforms, Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh, Annals of Glaciology, Ethnology and
Anthropology of Eurasia, Anthropology and Archaeology
of Eurasia, Earth’s Cryosphere, Cultural Geographies,
Worldviews: Environment, Culture, Religion.

Icebergs, one showing former waterlines, near Britain’s Rothera Base, Antarctica
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International Glaciological Society
The International Glaciological Society (IGS) is based at the
Institute. Its aim is to serve the worldwide community of
glaciologists by publishing activities, organization of
symposia and actively promoting the exchange of
information and ideas on all aspects of snow and ice. The
recent appointment of Margaret Margereson has brought
the number of staff at the IGS headquarters to eight. 

During 2006, the IGS published five issues of the Journal of
Glaciology, four issues of ICE, its news bulletin, and four
volumes of the Annals of Glaciology. Ken Moxham, Jo Clegg
and Rachel Brown handled house editing for the Journal and
Ken has edited the Annals. The Society has also

implemented a policy of publishing accepted papers on the
web as soon as proof reading by the authors and
subsequent correction is complete, reducing the time
between submission and publication. The IGS organized two
symposia in 2006; the International Symposium on Earth
and Planetary Ice-Volcano interactions held in Reykjavík,
Iceland, 19-23 June, and the International Symposium on
Cryospheric Indicators of Global Climate Change held at the
Scott Polar Research Institute between 22-28 August. Details
of the IGS and its activities are available from its website
(http://www.igsoc), hosted by the SPRI. 

Magnús Már Magnússon (Secretary General)

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) 
SCAR, the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research,
coordinates scientific research taking place in the Antarctic
region. SCAR was formed in 1958 by the International
Council for Science (ICSU) to continue this coordination,
which began during the International Geophysical Year
(IGY) of 1957-58. The need for such coordination has
grown as the role of Antarctica in the global system has
become apparent as we approach the International Polar
Year of 2007-2008, in which SCAR is playing a leading role.
In 2006, SCAR gained two new Associate Members
(Denmark and Portugal) and one new Union Member
(INQUA, the International Association for Quaternary
Research); in addition, two Associate Members gained Full
Member status (Bulgaria and the Ukraine). SCAR now has
30 Full National Members, 4 Associate National Members,
and 8 ICSU Union Members.

During 2006, SCAR continued its focus on five major
Scientific Research Programmes (SRPs): Antarctica and the
Global Climate System (AGCS), a study of the modern
ocean-atmosphere-ice system; Antarctic Climate Evolution
(ACE), a study of climate change over the past 34 million
years since glaciation began; Evolution and Biodiversity in
the Antarctic (EBA), a study of the response of life to
change; Subglacial Antarctic Lake Exploration (SALE), a
study of the chemistry and biology of long-buried lakes
beneath the ice sheet; Interhemispheric Conjugacy Effects

in Solar-Terrestrial and Aeronomy Research (ICESTAR), a
study of how the Earth’s outer atmosphere responds to the
changing impact of the solar wind at both poles.

SCAR’s XXIXth meeting and 2nd Open Science Conference,
hosted by the Australian Antarctic Division in Hobart in July
2006, attracted some 850 participants from 32 countries.
The SCAR President presented the first SCAR medals: to
Peter Barrett (NZ) for outstanding achievement in Antarctic
Science; to Paul Mayewski (USA) for excellence in Antarctic
research; and to David Walton (UK) for international
scientific coordination. Professor Julian Dowdeswell,
Director of SPRI, attended the SCAR meeting as the
Alternate Delegate to SCAR from the United Kingdom.
SCAR also provided scientific advice during the year to the
Antarctic Treaty Consultative Meeting in Edinburgh (12-23
June), the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources meeting in Hobart (23-26 October),
and the Advisory Committee to the Agreement on
Albatrosses and Petrels, in Brasilia (5-8 June).

SCAR’s activities are supported by a full time Secretariat
based at SPRI, staffed by Executive Director Dr. Colin
Summerhayes, Executive Officer Dr. Marzena Kaczmarska,
and Administrative Assistant Karen Smith.

Colin Summerhayes (Executive Director)



The ice cliffs of Austfonna, Svalbard, the largest ice cap in the Eurasian Arctic

Fundraising and the SPRI Appeal

Friends of the Scott Polar Research Institute
2006 saw the Friends celebrating our Diamond Jubilee with
a splendid jamboree of special fund-raising events, in
addition to our regular fixtures. From our first Great Arctic
Sponsored Dog Sledge in the Finnmark of Norway in March
(which raised £16,000), to Sir Ranulph Fiennes’s lecture
prior to our AGM (which raised £5,500), Friends enjoyed a
busy year. Along the way we sold tickets for the Diamond
Jubilee Prize Draw; and appreciated An Evening with Kari
Herbert; Aidan Dooley’s play, Tom Crean: Antarctic Explorer;
a visit to HMS Endurance; The Hon. Edward Broke Evans
(younger son of Scott’s second-in-command, Lieutenant
‘Teddy’ Evans, later Lord Mountevans of the Broke), giving
his father’s talk, South With Scott; and a special Diamond
Jubilee tea, during which we presented the Institute with a
painting of Polar Bears by Keith Shackleton, in honour of
our birthday. 

The cheque to endow the William Mills Fund for the Library
was also presented to the Institute during the Jubilee
events. In the financial year to the end of July 2006 we
donated £72,680 to the Institute; £52,299 to the Mills Fund

and £20,381 in grants. Our membership also continued to
rise and stood at 605 memberships at the end of 2006.

At the AGM in November, volunteers Solveig Gardner
Servian, Jennifer Hirsh and Angela Haines were presented
with special prints in thanks for their service to the Friends. I
was also pleased to announce that Judy Skelton and Cathy
Cooper had been elected to serve on the Committee for
the next four years. Thanks are due to all the Friends for
their considerable support throughout 2006 and in
particular to those volunteers who serve on the Committee,
assist at Friends events and those who work in the Archives,
Library and Picture Library; along with those Trusts and
companies that have supported our work through the
Executive Friends. 

My four-year term as Chairman is now over and I am
pleased that Robin Back, grandson of Frank Debenham, has
been elected to succeed me. I wish Robin every success.

Dr David M. Wilson 
(Chair, Friends of the Scott Polar Research Institute)



SPRI Appeal
The Scott Polar Research Institute is an international centre
for research into the polar regions and is also home to
unrivalled resources of polar information and expertise,
housing the world’s largest polar library, Britain’s only
dedicated polar museum, and a national repository for polar
archives that record some of the most memorable episodes
in exploration of the Arctic and Antarctic. The Institute’s
Archives, Museum and Library provide members of the
general public, as well as scientists, government bodies,
industry and polar inhabitants with important information
on a variety of polar topics, including climate change,
management of natural resources and historical polar
expeditions. Through both the publication of our research
and by public outreach, the Institute helps to educate and
inform a worldwide audience about the polar regions. 

Funding is being sought for several purposes. The first is to
endow academic posts in the field of polar environmental
science and in the area of the polar social sciences and
humanities. The second is to secure the future of the
Institute’s Archives, Museum and Library and to promote
their further development. Our plans for this division of the
Institute involve establishing new posts of Museum Curator

and Education Officer, in order to maximise the educational
benefits of the Museum, which will be redesigned and
refurbished as part of the Appeal. We also wish to provide
permanent security for the important post of Institute
Archivist, which has until now been supported by a series of
short-term grants - an inherently unstable position. We also
need to underpin the posts of three half-time Area
Specialists within the Library, whose roles are essential to
maintain the comprehensive polar acquisitions and
translation programmes that we operate for Antarctica, the
Russian North and Scandinavia. The cost of the Archives,
Museum and Library segment of our Appeal alone is over
£5 million. 

A number of events have been held during the year which
relate to our Appeal, and particular thanks are due to Sir
Humphry Wakefield, William Stancer and Rossie Ogilvie
(Cambridge University Development Office) and to the staff
of Cambridge in America for their support.

Further information on the Appeal is available from
Professor Julian Dowdeswell, the Director
(director@spri.cam.ac.uk; 01223-336541).

A watercolour ‘Discovery in winter quarters, McMurdo Sound’ by E.A. Wilson, from the Institute’s Collection
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